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The purpose of the study was to investigate the effects of social

position and stage in the family life cycle on the use of living and

family rooms in houses with and without a family room.

Homes built from two floorplans were selected for the sample.

These two floorplans were similar in square footage and room layout

with the exception one plan included a family room. The 76 addresses

of the population to be studied were obtained from Harman Homes.

The addresses of 34 Laura houses and 42 Judy houses were received,

The occupants living at these addresses were contacted to request an

interview. The families selected met the criterion that both the hus-

band and wife were presently living in the house.

Of the 76 occupants contacted, 61 -- 27 Laura occupants and

34 Judy occupants -- met the criteria and consented to be interviewed.



Of the 61 occupants interviewed, 37 occupants completed and returned

diary records, 15 Judy and 22 Laura interviewees,

Hollingshead's "Two Factor Index of Social Position" was used

to classify interviewees into low, middle, or high social position.

Interviewees were placed into one of these three stages of the family

life cycle: beginning stage, expanding stage, or contracting stage.

Three types of room use were studied: (1) time use, (2) activity

use, and (3) activity time use. Time use was the actual amount of

time in minutes or hours the room was occupied in a 24 hour day.

Activity use was the number of activities pursued in the room regard-

less of the number of people involved or amount of time spent in the

activity, The highest number of activities any one category could

have for one day was 24 or 144 for the six activity categories: inter-

action activities, home operations, audio-visual activities, sleep/

rest/relaxation, job or school operations, and simultaneous multiple

activities. Activity time use was the number of man hours involved

in specific activity in a given room and was computed by multiplying

the number of people involved in activity by amount of time spent in

it.

Interview schedules and diary records were tabulated and

analyzed to describe the sample and report room use.

The living room in the house without a family room was used an

average of 7. 9 hours per day. However, in the house with the family



room, the living room was used an average of 4.6 hours per day and

the family room was used 5. 9 hours per day. The combined use of

these two rooms averaged 10.5 hours. Of the 10. 5 hours, 43 percent

was spent in the living room and 57 percent was spent in the family

room. The living room in houses without a family room was used an

average of 75 percent of the combined room use of living and family

rooms in houses with a family room. However, the living room in

houses without a family room was used 4Z percent more than the liv-

ing room was used and 25 percent more than the family room was

used in houses with both living and family rooms.

Audio-visual and interaction activities occurred with the great-

est frequency in the living and family rooms studied while job or

school operations occurred least frequently. When reported, sleep/

rest/relaxation occurred most in the family rooms.

Generally, as stage in the family life cycle changed, the time

use, activity use, and activity time use of the living and family rooms

increased. However, as social position became higher, the time use,

activity use, and activity time use of the living and family rooms de-

creased.
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COMPARISON OF THE USES OF LIVING AND FAMILY ROOMS
IN HOUSES BUILT FROM TWO FLOORPLANS

IN CORVALLIS, OREGON

I. INTRODUCTION

What does man call his space? What activities take place in the

spaces in which man lives? How much time are living rooms and

family rooms used during a day? These are some of the basic ques-

tions this study examined.

The early colonist had one room, the keeping room, in which

he slept, prepared, cooked, ate food, and in which all activities

took place (27:36-37). As the family grew more prosperous, special-

ized rooms were added around the keeping room (38:9). By the 1940's

the rooms in the home were the living room, dining room, kitchen,

bedroom (25:78).

The Research and Marketing Act of 1946 provided funds for re-

search in the field of housing and defined the procedures for admin-

istering regional cooperative research in four areas of the United

States. The studies of the south, west, northeast, and north central

regions examined the home activities but did not state where activities

took place. In these studies, the family room was not mentioned as

one of the rooms in the house.

In 1949 Beyer, reporting on the Northeast Regional Cooperative

Research, stated that the space requirements for activities carried
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on in the homes were determined by the frequency, extent, and loca-

tion of the activities (2:87). Almost half of the respondents sampled

felt that some space was needed indoors for play space for children.

Two-thirds of these felt this space should be located on the first floor,

preferably near the kitchen or back door. Many preferred a room for

play space that could also be used for other purposes (2:209).

The authors in the Southern Regional Cooperative Research Re-

port stated that

The type of space most frequently mentioned as a desirable
addition to the living room or porch for evening leisure was
an extra living area, such as a sitting room, den, or sun
parlor (9:35).

In the North Central Regional Cooperative Research Report the

writers reported that as the number of rooms included in the house

increased, a room designated as a workroom, den, sewing room,

recreation room, office, playroom, or sun porch was desired (26:25-

28). It is also noted that

Larger percentages of those families (families with
children under 19) than of the families without children
expressed a desire for some room other than the
living room or porch where part of the family could
sit when those rooms were used by other family mem-
bers and their company (26:53).

Designers proposed ideas for a family room in the early 1940's.

This family room was to serve the family's social and recreational

needs, encompassing the functions of a playroom, den, and/or study,

relieving other living space for enjoyment in peace and quiet (25:76-81).
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In 1965 Beyer asked the question:

...how might the houses built more closely meet both
our economic and social requirements? The answer to
this second question would seem to lie largely in re-
search (3:595).

An author in a magazine article in The Gerontologist suggested

...people do not use space as the architects plan or
design it to be used... We know very little about the
use of space and particularly how the use of space may
vary with age (22:44).

Class discussion in AE 451, Environmental Housing, at Oregon

State University during winter term, 1970, revealed conflicting ideas

about the ways families use their family rooms. There was no re-

search available for an answer to the question, "How do people use

family rooms?"

Since colonial times the house has undergone an evolution; the

net effect is a more complex house with specialized activities desig-

nated for specific rooms. As the house becomes a more complex

structure our knowledge of the specific specialized activities dele-

gated to specific rooms has not grown at the same pace.

It was the aim of this study to investigate the influences of social

position and stage in the family life cycle on differences that exist be-

tween the use of the living rooms in houses having family rooms and

houses without family rooms,
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Statement of the Problem

The problem was to investigate the effects of social position and

stage in the family life cycle on the use of the living rooms in houses

with a family room and houses without a family room. Questions this

study attempted to answer: When space was held constant, what acti-

vities did families participate in in the living room? How did these

activities differ if a family room was included in the house? Was the

additional room designated as a family room by the family? When a

family room was included in the house, what activities did the family

do there? How was time spent in the living room affected by the in-

clusion of a family room? Did social position and/or stage in the

family life cycle affect the use of these rooms?

To investigate space and activity use of families with living

rooms and with or without family rooms, two houses built by the same

builder were chosen for the study. One floorplan, designated as the

Laura house, had a living room, family room, kitchen with dining

area, entry, three bedrooms, baths, and double garage. The second

floorplan, designated as the Judy house, had a living room, kitchen

with dining area, three bedrooms, a bath, and double garage.
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Objectives

The objectives were:

I. To examine time use of living and family rooms by

A. family life cycle

B. social position;

II. To examine activity use of living and family rooms by

A. family life cycle

B. social position;

III. To examine activity time use of living and family rooms by

A. family life cycle

B. social position.

Assumptions

1. Judy and Laura house occupants were willing to participate in the

study.

2. People interviewed answered the questions and kept the diary

honestly and completely to the best of their ability.

3. The time period used reflected typical use of the rooms by

families studied.

Limitations of the Study

1. The study was done on a selected group of home occupants and can

therefore only be representative of the people interviewed.
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2. Limited to the interviewees willing to participate.

Definition of Terms

1. Activity category: Classification for a group of related activities

interviewees reported doing in their living and family rooms. The

categories included (1) interaction activities, (2) home operations,

(3) audio-visual activities, (4) sleep/rest/relaxation, (5) job or

school operations, and (6) simultaneous multiple activities.

2. Family: "...a group of two or more persons related to one

another (by blood or marriage) and living together; all such per-

sons living together are regarded as one family (5:6). "

3. Family life cycle: ".. a sociological frame of reference that

allows us to identify a changing set of family-life attributes that

have a demonstrable effect on individual behavior and interaction

within the family (20:395). " The following three stages (as identi-

fied by Gross and Crandall (12:153) will be used in this study:

(1) beginning stage
husband and wife before children are born;

(2) expanding stage
husband and wife with all children still living at home;

(3) contracting stage
husband and wife with at least one child having left home.

4. Judy house: A six room, 913 square feet residential dwelling with

bath but without a family roam built by Harman Homes, Corvallis,

Oregon.



5. Laura house: A seven room, approximately 1328 square feet,

residential dwelling with two baths and a family room built by

Harman Homes, Corvallis, Oregon.

6. Use: Use of room was categorized in one of the following ways:

(a) time use: use without regard to human activities being pur-

sued in the room, actual amount of time in minutes or hours

people occupy a room regardless of the activities they were

doing in that room or of the number of people involved based

on a 24 hour day.

(b) Activity use: the human activities pursued in the room re-

gardless of the number of people involved and amount of time

spent in the activity. The highest number of activities any one

category could have for one day was 24, one for each hour.

(c) activity-time use: the number of man-hours involved in spe-

cific activity in a given room, computed by multiplying the

number of people involved in activity by amount of time spent;

(d) use: the word use will only be used when general reference

is made to all of the definitions a-c given above.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

Topics included in the literature reviewed were: space percep-

tion, housing space, use of housing space and influence of the family

life cycle, and socio-economic factors on housing.

Space Perception

Needs for space have been recognized for many years. Physio-

logical functions of the body such as galvanic skin response (GSR) and

pupil size, psychological factors, age, sex, and group size mesh to

determine the space needs of individuals.

Hess reported that pupil sire of the eye was related to the in-

terest value of the visual stimuli in the spatial areas (17:349-350).

Hall cited a study by Barnes where photographs of the human body

were taken by means of radiant heat from the body to show emission

and detect thermal properties of skin (13:53, 1:870). Hall went on to

relate these thermal properties to the distribution of people in limited

space. He stated three ways that increased heat at the surface of

another person's body can be detected: first,

...by thermal detectors in the skin, if two subjects are
close enough; second, by intensifying olfactory inter-
action (perfume or face lotion can be smelled at a
greater distance when skin temperature rises); and
third, by visual examination (13:53).
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In crowding, heat is often not dissipated as it is when larger spaces

are available; this results in heat buildup in a crowd causing tempera-

ture variation. "When thermal spaces over-lap and people can also

smell each other, they become much more involved (13:55)."

McBride, King and James used galvanic skin response (GSR) to

determine subjects' reactions to an approaching person (23:157).

Frontal approach produced the greatest response, side approach

less and rear approach least. Also they reported interaction between

opposite sexed subjects produced a greater GSR than that elicited from

same-sexed pairs.

Hall saw man as being surrounded by a series of fields to which

he reacts and receives information (13:107-110). Man has a situational

personality which is utilized in his response to transactions taking

place at various distances: (1) intimate, (2) personal, (3) social, and

(4) public. Each of these four zones has both a near and a far phase.

Intimate distance ranges from zero to one and one-half feet. The close

phase is characterized by physical contact or the high possibility of

physical contact. There can also be sensation of closeness in smells

or blurredness of vision. At the far phase (6 to 18 inches), the per-

son's ability to focus the eye and to put largeness of features into

perspective is somewhat difficult.

The close phase of personal distance, 18 inches to 2-1/2 feet,

gives the people involved enough closeness to hold or grasp one
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another but also gives enough distance to remove the visual distortion

of the intimate zone. At the far phase, two and one-half to four feet,

holding or grasping one another is impossible. Visual features are

very clear and details are easily distinguished.

The close phase of social distance (four to seven feet) involves

informal interaction while part or the entire person can be seen. At

the far phase, 7 to 12 feet, business and other interaction will have a

more formal character but contact with the eyes of the other person

should be kept to avoid shutting him out.

The close phase of public distance, 12 to 25 feet, allows space

for action if a person is threatened. People use a formal structure in

speaking and think before they speak. The far phase, over 25 feet,

involves public speakers and the distances allowed between them and

their audiences.

Sommer made a series of studies of personal distances and

spacing in small group interaction (32:247-260). He used human beings

as subjects and found "... that females would sit 'closer' to female

decoys than they would to male decoys; this was also 'closer' than

males would sit to decoys of either sex (32:260). " Schizophrenics who

were also studied appeared to have lost this concept of social distance.

No attention was paid to sex as they were observed in their sitting

along side a decoy.
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Zubek and Wilgosh investigated changes in intellectual and per-

ceptual performance with electroencephalograms when human subjects

were subjected to immobilization for a week but were exposed to nor-

mal and varied sensory stimulation (40:306). The subjects

... showed intellectual and perceptual deficits similar in
many respects to those occurring after prolonged visual
and auditory deprivation. A significant change in the
electroencephalogram was also observed (40:306).

Eibl-Eibesfeldt studied fighting behavior in members of the same

vertebrate species and found that fighting rarely ends in death or seri-

ous injury of individual animals, but does result in the spacing of indi-

viduals so that food, space, and mates are supportively supplied

throughout the population (8:112).

Hall reported a study done by Tinbergen on the stickleback's

predictable behavior sequence during mating (13:16, 35:22-26). Be-

cause of the nature of the predictable sequence, Tinbergen experi-

mented with what would happen to the sequence if too many males were

present to crowd individual territories (13:16). The findings were

The red of too many males disrupts courting. Some
steps in the sequence are omitted so that eggs are not
laid in a nest or fertilized. Under very crowded con-
ditions, males will battle each other until some are
killed (13:16).

Hediger also studied space as it related to animal territoriality

in relationship to human behavior (16:16-23). In human behavior it

was highly elaborated and differed among cultures. In different
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cultures, the formal patterning of space took on varying degrees of

importance and complexity.

Hall suggested that culture tends to support our repression of

our feelings of the ownership of space and the objects in that space

(14:189). When space is relegated to the informal, we tend to have

guilt feelings when we find ourselves getting angry because someone

has taken our place. He also suggested that distance changes between

people communicate and affect the messages sent and received, and

can determine what topics are discussed.

Sommer experimented with the maximum distances chairs

could be placed apart before changes occurred in seating preference

between people engaged in conversation (31:66-67). "People will sit

across from one another until the distance between them exceeds the

limit for comfortable conversation (31:66)". The limit of distance be-

tween two sofas in a large lounge was five and one-half feet, At dis-

tances greater than five and one-half feet the two people chose to

sit beside each other rather than across from each other. In a pri-

vate home, the conversational distance can be much longer. One fac-

tor was that the room scale was much smaller. There was some evi-

dence that as room size became larger, people sat closer together.

Also, when noise level and distraction increased, people tended to sit

closer together. Four chairs were placed five feet apart forming a

five foot square. The people who wanted to converse would sit across
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from each other. "However, the preference for sitting opposite is

true only when the distance across is equal to or less than the side-by-

side distances (31:67)." When the side-by-side distance was less than

the across distance, most pairs sat side-by-side (31:67).

Gilkey reported on "...the life of a civilian internment camp in

North China during the war against Japan (l0 :ix). " The author was on

the Housing Committee which had the responsibility of trying to find a

way to alleviate the overcrowded conditions. Three of the men living

in a room occupied by 11 men approached Gilkey to see if one of the

11 could be transferred into a room the same size as theirs but hous-

ing only nine men. The theory of equalizing the rooms seemed rea-

sonable and fair, ".. but in life, being reasonable and fair may mean

the loss of precious inches of hiring space (10:77)." The nine men

would not give up these inches until force through authority was used.

Smith, Gerhold, and Kivlin noted that the size and arrangement

of rooms and the placement of equipment and facilities in certain

houses influenced the location of activity performance (29:17) and

activity patterns changed throughout the stages of the family life cycle

(29:33).

Space in Housing

Magrabi, Paolucci, and Heifner identified space with respect to

(1) area size, (2) interrelations among space locations, and (3) location
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of equipment in storage and in use (24:718). Space was also related

to comfort, noise level, lighting, temperature, humidity, and aesthetic

aspects (24:718). Harrington observed that the arrangement of the

house can offer clues toward the self-image of the homemaker (15:117).

Severe spatial restrictions were seen as limiting opportunities for de-

fense against basic anxieties and for ego satisfaction.

Vars interviewed 40 Corvallis homemakers about satisfaction

with the design of their residences. One-fourth of them voiced dis-

satisfaction with the space provided within their homes for meeting

individual interests and for providing adequate privacy. One-

third of these women expressed dissatisfaction in fulfilling entertain-

ing needs (37:67).

Homemakers in studies reviewed indicated a desire for family

rooms in their future housing (4:22, 7:174, 18:65, 37:65). "Conflict-

ing demands on available space resulting from parents and children's

activities lead to a desire for a recreation or family room (7:174)."

Vars found "the answers to the open-end question regarding future

housing indicated that homemakers wanted family rooms (37:65).

Crawford reviewed history of room differentiation (6:2-5). Pri-

vacy in housing design was not recognized in England and on the con-

tinent until the middle ages. Privacy in sleeping quarters developed

first. Prior to the sixteenth century, the house performed the func-

tions of housing the family, the household servants, and the trade or
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family workshop. Through the seventeenth century privacy as an ele-

ment of housing design progressed as a result of the formulation of

new rules of conduct. After the Civil War in the United States, the

concept of housing developed to provide each individual in a household

an environment to enhance his individual and his family growth.

Housing and Space Use

The Research and Marketing Act of 1946 provided funds for re-

search in the field of housing. The four regions in the United States

participated in these regional studies. Research on farm housing in

the South revealed that of the 1507 homemakers interviewed, a living

room was desired (1) for serving light refreshments by 42 percent in

the winter and 38 percent in the summer; (2) for sleeping overnight

guests by two percent; (3) for sewing by ten percent; and (4) for place-

ment of the desk for doing farm office work by 15 percent (9:33, 34,

43, 45). Twelve percent of the 1507 homemakers used the living room

for a sleeping area for guests; however, 87 percent used the living

room or bedroom areas for day time napping (9:35, 36).

In the Western Regional housing study, Woolrich, Beveridge

and Wilson found that the preferred placement of a desk or file for

farm business varied with level-of-living (39:60). Three-fifths of the

low, one-half of the medium, and one-third of the high group preferred

placement of the desk or file in the living room (39:61). Two-hundred
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twenty-four of the 905 homemakers studied indicated how they would

use offices in their homes if they had them. Ninety-five percent of

these homemakers said that an office in their homes would be used for

all business activities. In addition, one-half of the families

desiring an office would use it for other purposes such as a family

living area (39:61),

Beyer in reporting on the housing research done in the Northeast

Region found that the living room was used for social gatherings.

About 20.8 percent of the homemakers also used this room for sewing.

Economic level appeared to have an influence on the use of the living

room. A higher percentage of families in the lower group had com-

pany meals and social gatherings in the living room than in the higher

economic group. However, a higher percentage of families-in the

upper economic group had overnight guests and a larger number of

people at each company meal or social gathering than did those fam-

ilies in the lower economic group (2:80-89).

In the North Central Region 30 percent of the homemakers re-

ported sewing in the living room (26:45). Seventy-five percent of the

farm families in the study would like to have some space provided in

the home for farm business; 50 percent of those desiring a desk wanted

it to be in the living room (26:48).

Thorpe and Gross reported that in the living rooms surveyed,

most were used for reading and visiting. Other common activities in
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the living room included playing games, playing with toys, listening

to the radio, and sewing. In this study the auxiliary living rooms

such as the den, did not receive as much use as did the main living

room (33:19). Out of 149 responses to the question of which room

was liked best "...nearly half of the wives, husbands, and girls se-

lected the living room as their first choice (33:24)." The greatest

proportion of time spent in the living room was in leisure time ac-

tivities (33:40).

Thorpe and Gross classified living rooms as main and secon-

dary; the secondary rooms included "... extra parlors, dens, sun-

rooms, play rooms, music rooms, and basement recreation rooms

(34:12)." Living rooms were used for listening to the radio, visiting,

studying and sewing (34:14), and the living room was selected as the

best liked room (34:19-20). The usual reasons were the association

of the room with relaxation, enjoyment, and comfort, and its attrac-

tive appearance. The city living room was used more during the day

time than any other room; the farm living room was used more during

Sunday than any other room but less than the kitchen on weekdays and

Saturday. Leisure was the major activity taking place in the living

room and accounted "... for about three-fourths of the total time spent

in the living room on Saturday and weekdays, and over four-fifths

on Sunday (34:29)."
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Kennedy categorized the house into five zones: public, social,

operative, semi-private, and private (21:115-125). Each zone was

related to specific activities occurring in either separate or over-

lapping parts of the house. Many activities can overlap from one zone

to another; therefore, the five zones described can be combined in

various ways (21:127). The public zone included spaces designated

as the "... porch, entry, entrance hall, storm vestibule, closets, store

rooms, garage (21:117)." The spaces included in the social zone were

the "garden, terrace, pergola, porch, platform, screened porch,

living room, library, parlor, reception room, flower window... (21:

119)." The operative zones included spaces labeled the

Laundry, laundry yard, garbage and waste disposal area,
toilet, servants' closet, children's coat closet and clothes
dry space, toy and material storage, general storage
space, sewing room, kitchen, shop, breakfast room, din-
ing room, all purpose room, servants' dining room, rear
entry, kitchen living space, kitchen garden, garden tool
storage, garage, greenhouse, cold frame (21:121).

The semi-private zone included those spaces labeled as "bedrooms,

bathrooms, toilets, compartmented baths, dressing rooms, storage

rooms, laundries, sitting rooms, sun traps, outdoor showers (21:

123)." The private zone included "bedrooms, studies, studios, shops,

toilets, bathrooms, compartmented baths, sleeping porches (21:124)."

Sevy asserted that a family room is one of the oldest, most

fundamental rooms wherever man has lived (28:3). The family room

is the counterpart of the keeping room of the early colonists home.
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An article in American Home stated

The heart of the early colonist's home---and just about
all there was to it---was the Keeping Room---one room
in which they slept, prepared their food, cooked it, and
ate it---a room in which all the family activities took
place. Its modern counterpart... is the Family Room
(27:36-37).

Family Life Cycle and Socio-Economic Influences

Downer, Smith and Lynch presented data showing that different

areas of the house became points of stress at various stages in the

family life cycle. Stress was dependent on activities that were pre-

valent at a particular stage (7:174). When the needs and demands

within the family were in transition, interest in the living and dining

room space was in terms of entertaining large groups of people. The

diversification of activities between parents and children, or between

children of differing ages, could be the sources of stress and tension

and lead to a desire for a family room (7:175).

Grady, Smith and Kuschke reported living rooms were the most

used rooms in the house and more activities took place in them than

in any other room of the house (11:23). Upon looking at room use in

the house, findings indicated that adults used the living room, kitchen,

and enclosed porch more frequently while the children's activities

were centered in bedrooms, basements and playrooms (11:31).
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Hinson researched the use made of family and living rooms

She found the main use made of the living room was adult enter-

taining (18:16-17). It was also used for group meetings and quiet

activities including reading and conversation. The family room was

used for meal preparation, watching television, reading, serving re-

freshments, and meals, children's play, studying, ironing, entertain-

ing callers, table and board games, cutting garments and sewing,

family record keeping, and pursuing hobbies (18:52).

Hurley found living rooms were used for many activities, the

main one conversation. Other frequent activities included reading

and refreshments. But 50 percent of the families did not carry on

the following activities in their living rooms. ", .. sewing, playing the

piano, sleeping overnight, desk work by adults, children's study,

watching television, and taking a nap (19:70-71). "

Her survey also showed

The living room was used slightly more frequently by
family members only (57%) than by family members
and guests (43%). Of the 67 houses which had family
rooms, a much larger percentage (94) of the family
rooms were used more frequently by the family mem-
bers only than by family and guests (19:71).

Hurley found a significant relationship between living room use,

family life cycle, and socio-economic position (19:73). For example,

younger children were often excluded from living room activities.

Higher socio-economic groups used the living room more when guests
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were entertained than when only family members were present, but

families of lower socio-economic status used their living rooms more

frequently when only family members were present (19:75).

Smith, Gerhold, and Kivlin found 60 percent of the time spent

in the living room was spent in leisure activities (29:24). In research

published by the National Association of Homebuilders, homemakers

mainly viewed the living room as being for company or quiet activities

involving adults or older children while the family or "recreation"

room was seen as being for activities involving all members of the

family (4:18).

Grady, Smith and Kuschke stated that the number of leisure ac-

tivities taking place in the home w-a. d 'a'elated to econothic (1:1:r3).

The greatest diversity of activities occurred in families from the up-

per economic level and the least diversity in families at the lowest

level (11:13). The factors influencing the diversity of activities in-

clude (1) family status factors, (2) economic level, and (3) major

source of income. Also influencing the kind of leisure activity pur-

sued, especially entertaining, was the size of the family, the presence

of children, and whether the home was on farm or nonfarm property

(11:13).

Smith, Gerhold, and Kivlin found stage in the family life cycle

to be the most variable factor determining the time used for specific

activities in the home (29:6). Wasson found stage of the family life
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cycle played an important part in establishing the function of the

family room (38:66). Families in the "crowded years" reported a

noise problem, and families in the later years expressed pleasure in

the family room's use for returning grandchildren. In all cases the

family room represented an area where hobbies or games did not have

to be put away, relegating neatness to the living room.

Downer, Smith, and Lynch found differences in space use were

relegated to the stage of the life cycle (7:174-175). In a second study

Smith, Lynch, and Downer found that in some families' activities

living patterns vary with the stages of the family life cycle while in

other families activities are unique to the individual family (30:432).

They found that "lack of space for specific activities provides evi-

dence that inadequate housing space does cause adjustment in living

patterns (30:432)."
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III. METHODOLOGY

Introduction

This chapter describes the development of instruments, selec-

tion of the sample collection of data, and treatment and data analysis.

Development of Instruments

An interview schedule was developed based on questions de-

signed to elicit data on demographic factors, activities normally oc-

curring in living and family rooms, and furniture placed in living and

family rooms (Appendix C). A. diary record form was developed on

which to record the time, the number of participants, and the activi-

ties done in the living or family rooms (Appendix D).

Selection of Sample

Homes built from two floorplans were selected for the sample.

These two floorplans were similar in square footage and room layout

with the exception of a family room added on the one floorplan. By

studying houses built from these two floorplans, the space could be

held constant to study how use varied when there was a family room.

The addresses of the population to be studied were obtained

from Harman Homes. The addresses of 34 Laura houses and 42 Judy

houses were received. The occupants living at these addresses were
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contacted to request an interview for the study. The families selected

met the criterion that both the husband and wife were presently living

in the house.

Data Collection

The data were collected in the following manner;

1. A letter was sent from the Home Management Department to

introduce the study (Appendix E) in January and February, 1971.

A letter was mailed to each occupant three or four days before

the researcher planned the first visit.

2. First visit:

(a) visited the home to determine if occupants met criterion

for the study.

(b) If eligible for study, an interview date and time was set up.

(c) In some cases the interview was held at the time of the first

visit/ in other cases the interview was held at the second visit.

3. Second visit:

(a) Collected interview data unless interview was granted at

time of first visit.

(b) Explained diary records (Appendix D) interviewees were re-

quested to keep on activities and time spent in living and

family rooms on the following Tuesday, Thursday, and

Saturday.

(c) Left diary record with those interviewees who consented to

keep diary records.
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4. Fourth contact by telephone:

(a) Evening of the first day the diary was kept or the following

day, called to answer any questions that interviewees may

have had about records.

5. Diary returned via self-addressed stamped envelope.

6. Sixth contact by telephone: only necessary if diary not returned.

7. Some families kept the diary records in January; however, all

families had completed their diary records by the end of February,

1971.

Treatment and Analysis of Data

Demographic data gathered on the interview schedules were used

for describing the sample. Interviewees' responses to questions

about housing, room use, and room furnishings were categorized and

tabulated for analysis by inspection.

Demographic data on children were used to classify families

into the various stages of the family life cycle. Husband and wife only

with no children were classified in the beginning stage. Husband and

wife with children at home but no children away from home were clas-

sified in expanding stage. Families with at least one child living away

from home were classified in the contracting stage.

The family's social position was determined by the husband's

employment and education as given on the interview schedule. These

two factors were weighted by Hollingshead's ''Two Factor Index of

Social Position. m Those husbands receiving scores 11 through 26

were in high social position, 27 through 59 were in middle, and 60
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through 77 were in low social position.

The diary records were totaled and averaged for the three days.

The time use average per day was computed by adding all the minutes

the room was occupied by at least one human and dividing the totals

by three.

The activity use averages were reached by counting the number

of one-hour intervals in which the activity took place for the three

days. The highest number of activities any one category could have

for one day was 24. The totals were divided by three, the number of

days the diaries were kept, to give the average activity use per day.

The activity time use averages were reached by taking the num-

ber of people involved in one activity multiplied by the amount of time

they spent in the activity. These totals for each activity category

were divided by three, the number of days the diaries were kept, to

give average activity time use per day.

The six activity categories were: (1) interaction activities,

(2) home operations, (3) audio-visual activities, (4) sleep/rest/re-

laxation; (5) job or school operations, and (6) simultaneous multiple

activities. These categories were used to classify activities listed

in the interview by recall or reported on the diary records.

The first category was interaction activities. Activities

classified in this category included conversation, exercise, table and

board games, dancing, babysitting, holding the baby, eating, play,
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and two or more people playing musical instruments. Play could

involve interaction between or among several people, or involve play

by a small child. Interaction activities could be between family mem-

bers and/or family members and guests.

Home operations included activities done to maintain the home,

individual family members, and/or the family. Activities included

were sewing, writing letters, paying bills, cleaning, ironing, folding

clothes, drying hair, hobbies, dressing, reading, crocheting, typing,

and pet care.

The category audio-visual activities included watching television,

watching home movies, or audio entertainment by family members

and/or guests.

Sleep/rest/relaxation included these three activities as done

by family members and/or their guests,

Job or school operations covered activities that were assigned

or required home work for a job or school. Included here was indi-

vidual practice of a musical instrument.

If two or more activities were carried out at the same time,

they were classified as simultaneous multiple activities.

The activity use score was based on the above six activity cate-

gories. To find the activity use score the six activity categories were

multiplied by the number of hours per day. If the activity occurred

during an hour, it was given a point. Each activity category could
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receive 24 points during one day; therefore, the total for the six

activity categories would be 144 points for one day.
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IV. FINDINGS

Introduction

The findings include (1) demographic characteristics of sample,

(2) housing, living and family room data, (3) comparison of activities

reported by recall and diary records, and (4) the diary record sum-

maries of time use, activity use, and activity time use of the rooms

under investigation.

Demographic Characteristics of Sample

The addresses of the 76 homes in the sample were obtained

from Harman Homes of Corvallis, Oregon. Thirty-four homes were

built from the Laura floorplan and 42 were built from the Judy floor-

plan. Interviews were held with 61 of the 76 homes contacted. Of

the 15 homes in which no person was interviewed, seven did not meet

the criterion of husband and wife married and living together, and

eight occupants refused to be interviewed. Out of 27 Laura interview-

ees, 18 said they would keep the diaries but only 15 returned com-

pleted diaries. Nine initially refused to keep diaries. In the 34 Judy

homes, of the 28 interviewees who said they would keep diaries, 22

returned completed diaries, and six elected not to keep the diaries.

Five husbands and 22 wives were interviewed in the Laura houses.

In the 34 Judy homes, three husbands and 31 wives were interviewed.
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An average of 4.4 persons lived in Laura homes (Table 1). The

range was three to nine people. In Judy homes, an average of 3.7

persons occupied the dwelling. The range was two to seven people.

In both Laura and Judy homes, the median and modal number of occu-

pants living in the home was four. Sixty-three percent of Laura in-

terviewees and 76 percent of Judy interviewees lived in houses occ-

pied by four or fewer people.

Table 1. Number of family members in the Laura and Judy houses.
Number

of people
Number Percent

Laura Judy Total Laura Judy Total
2 0 8 8 0 23 13
3 6 7 13 22 20 21
4 11 11 22 41 36 36
5 5 4 9 18 11 15
6 4 3 7 15 8 11
7 0 1 1 0 2 2

9 1 0 1 4 0 2

Total 27 34 61 100 100 100

Mean 4.4 3.7 4.0

No families living in Laura houses were in the beginning family

life cycle stage, 24 (89 percent) were in the expanding stage, and three

(11 percent) were in the contracting stage (Table 2). Five families

(15 percent) in Judy houses were in the beginning stage of the family

life cycle, 25 (73 percent) were in the expanding stage, and four (12

percent) were in the contracting stage. Interestingly, 80 percent of

the 61 families were in the expanding stage of the family life cycle.
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Table 2. Number of families in three stages of the family life cycle
in the Laura and Judy houses.

St-a e
Number Percent

Laura _Judy Total Laura Jud Total
Beginning 0 5 5 0 15 8

Expanding 24 25 49 89 73 80

Contracting 3 4 7 11 12 12

Total 27 34 61 100 100 100

Table 3 summarized the number of years families have lived in

their houses. Fifty-six families had lived in their houses less than

five years. Eighteen Laura interviewees and 30 of the Judy interviewees

had lived in their houses less than three years.

Table 3. Number of years the families had occupied Laura and Judy
homes..

Years
Number Percent

Laura Judy Total Laura Judy Total
Under 1 year 7 5 12 26 15 2.0
1 year 8 16 24 29 47 39
2 years 3 9 12 11 26 20
3 years 4 2 6 15 6 10
4 years 1 1 2 4 3 3
5 years 4 1 5 15 3 8

Total 27 34 61 100 100 100

Hollingshead's "Two Factor Index of Social Position" was used

to classify interviewees into social positions (Table 4). The index

was based on the itusband's educational level and occupation. The

high social position required a score of 11 to 27 on Hollingshead's
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scale. The middle position required scores from 27 to 60 and the low

social position from 60 to 78.

Seventy percent of Laura interviewees scored in high social

positions; none were in low social positions. Of the Judy interview-

ees, 29 percent were in the high social position, 65 percent occupied

the middle social position_and six percent occupied low social position.

Table 4. Social position of Laura and Judy families.

Social Position
Number Percent

Laura Judy Total Laura Judy Total
High 19 10 29 70 29 48
Middle 8 22 30 30 65 49
Low 0 2 2 0 6 3

Total 27 34 61 100 100 100

Educational level of Laura interviewees was higher than that of

Judy interviewees (Table 5). Six husbands of Laura interviewees had

doctor's degrees but no Judy interviewees' husbands did. Eighty-one

percent of the Laura husbands and 70 percent of the Laura wives had

training beyond high school. Forty-one percent of the Judy husbands

and wives had education beyond high school.
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Table 5. Educational level of husbands and wives in Laura and Judy
houses.

Education Level
Husbands Wives

Laura Judy Total Percent Laura Judy Total Percent

Doctor's degree 6 0 6 10 0 0 0 0

Master's degree 7 ,S 12 20 1 1 2 . 3

Bachelor's degree 8 5 13 21 12 10 22 36

Associates 1 3 4 6 0 1 1 2

Vocational training 0 1 .1 2 6 2 8 13

High School Graduate 5 17 22 36 8 16 24 39

Less than High School diploma 0 3 3 5 0 4 4 7

Total 27 34 61 100 27 34 61 100

Table 6, Occupations of head of family categorized by Hollings-

head's "Two Factor Index of Social Position," lists the number of

Laura and Judy husbands falling into each occupational classification.

Interestingly, 52 percent of the Laura husbands fell into the highest

rank of occupational role but only nine percent of the Judy husbands

occupied this rank. However, 38 percent of the Judy husbands fell

into the last three occupational ranks and only 15 percent of the Laura

husbands fell into these roles.

In the Laura homes 67 percent of the wives were full time home-

makers and 33 percent were employed outside the home (Table 7).

However, 56 percent of the wives in Judy homes were full time home-

makers and 44 percent were employed outside the home.
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Table 6, Occupations of Head of Family categorized by Hollingshead's
"Two Factor Index of Social Position" in Laura and Judy
houses.

Occupational Role
Number Percent

Laura Judy Laura Judy

Higher executives, proprietors of large concerns, and
major professionals 14 3 52 9

Business managers, proprietors of medium sized businesses,
and lesser professionals. 6 6 22 18

Administrative personnel, s mall independent businesses,
and minor professionals. 3 9 11 26

Clerical and sales workers, technicians, and owners
of little businesses. 0 3 0 9

Skilled manual employees. 2 7 7 20

Machine operators and semi-skilled employees. 1 4 4 12

Unskilled employees. 1 2 4 6

Total 27 34 100 100

Table 7. Wife's- employment in the Laura and Judy houses.

Employment
Number

Laura
Percent

Judy Total Laura Judy Total

Full time homemakers 18 19 37 67 56 61

Employed homemakers 9 15 24 33 44 39
Total 27 34 61 100 100 100

In the Judy houses, four interviewees had incomes less than

$5, 000 compared to only one Laura interviewee (Table 8). None of

the interviewees had incomes over $21, 000. Median income of Laura

interviewees was $14, 000 and $9, 727. 27 for. Judy interviewees. In

1970 the median income of all families in the United States was
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$8, 632 (36:324). Two interviewees in the Laura houses and one in a

Judy house preferred not to answer the question on income.

Table 8. Income level of Laura and Judy families.

Income Level
Number Percent

Laura Judy Total Laura Judy Total
Under $3, 000 1 1 2 4 3 3

$3,000- 4,999 0 3 3 0 9 5

5,000- 6,999 1 2 3 4 6 5

7,000- 8,999 1 7 8 4 20 13

9,000-10,999 3 11 14 11 33 23
11,000-12,999 7 7 14 26 20 23
13,000-14,999 1 2 3 4 6 5

15,000-16,999 5 0 5 18 0 8

17,000-18,999 4 0 4 15 0 7

19,000-20,999 2 0 2 7 0 3

Over $20, 999 0 0 0 0 0 0

No response 2 1 3 7 3 5

Total 27 34 61 100 100 100

Housing, Living and Family Room Data

Of the 27 Laura home occupants interviewed, Room A. on the

floorplan (Appendix A) was called the "living room" by 26 interview-

ees. Only one interviewee called Room A the "front room". Room B

was called a "family room" by 23 interviewees; the "suite" or "bed-

room" by one; the "play room" by one; the "family room and bedroom"

by one; and a "sleeping room" by one.

Room B had been finished in 17 of the houses when the interview-

ees moved into them. Seven of the families had finished Room B since

occupying the home. In three homes, Room B was still unfinished.
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Four interviewees in Laura homes had made structural changes in

Room B, including (1) a partition across the end of the room making

Room B into two bedrooms; (2) a partition making Room B into a bed-

room and a family room; (3) a door from the garage into Room B; and

(4) a partition making Room B into an office and a family room.

In reply to an open question about features influencing the rea-

sons for selecting the occupied house, 16 of the interviewees in Laura

houses reported they were influenced by floorplan (Table 9). Twenty-

four Judy interviewees were influenced by financial considerations,

but only seven of the Laura interviewees were influenced by financial

factors. Some families indicated that more than one feature influenced

their housing decision.

Table 9. Features influencing selection of Laura and Judy houses.

Features Laura N=27 Judy N=34

Available 6 3
Floorplan 16
Location 4 6
Financial considerations 7. 24
Family room 7

Other 1 6

Six Laura and three Judy interviewees had a living room and a

family room in their previous homes. Twenty-six of the 27 Laura

and 30 of the 34 Judy interviewees, desired both these rooms in their

next home.
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Function of a Family Room

All families were asked to express what they felt was the func-

tion of a family room. Fifty-six percent of the Judy and 63 percent

of the Laura interviewees said interaction activity was the major func-

tion of the family room (Table 10). Other functions given by Judy in-

terviewees were audio-visual activities, 23 percent; and sleep/rest/

relaxation, 6 percent. Of Laura interviewees, 15 percent felt audio-

visual activities and 4 percent felt home operations were the functions

of a family room. Other functions listed by the Judy interviewees

were a main living room, a living room, to keep noise out of front room,

and extra space. Under other, the Laura interviewees listed the fol-

lowing functions: place to be cluttered or messy, family room sep-

arate from dining room, only a place to collect clutter, space for

separate activities within the family, and an all-purpose room. Fif-

teen of the Judy and 15 of the Laura interviewees said that the function

of the family room was related to children. Seven Judy and four

Laura interviewees said it was for television.

Table 10. Function of a family room expressed by interviewees in
Laura and Judy houses by activity category.

:Judy' Laura
Activity Category Number Percent
Interaction
Home Operations
Audio-visual activities
Sleep/rest/relaxation
Job or school operations
Other
Total

19 56
--

8' 23
2 6

- -
5

34
15

100

Number Percent
17 63

1 4
4 15

=N.M.

5 18
27 100
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Furniisshin sin Living and Family Rooms

Interviewees were asked to list furnishings in their living and

family rooms. Table 11 presents a summary of these furnishings.

All 27 Laura interviewees had television sets in their homes

and 33 of the 34 Judy interviewees had television sets in their living

rooms. Five Laura interviewees had television sets in their living

rooms and 15 had television sets in their family rooms; seven Laura

interviewees had television sets in both their living rooms and in their

family rooms.

Fifteen of 27 Laura interviewees kept sewing machines in

family rooms but none kept sewing machines in living rooms. Only

two Judy interviewees kept sewing machines in their living rooms.

Thirteen Laura interviewees had desks in family rooms, and

three had desks in the living room, but only four Judy interviewees

had desks in their living rooms. When there was children's furniture

and equipment in the house, it was usually located in the family rooms

of Laura homes but in living rooms in Judy homes.

Twenty-five of the 27 Laura interviewees and 33 of the 34 Judy

interviewees had draperies at living room windows. Twenty-one of

the 27 Laura interviewees had draperies in the family room.

All of the interviewees had either a carpet or rug on the living

room floor. Twenty-five of the Laura interviewees had wall-to-wall

carpets and two had area rugs. Thirty Judy interviewees had wall-to-
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Table 11. List of furnishings in living and family rooms in Laura and Judy houses.

Item

Laura
N=27

Judy
N=34

Laura
N=27

Judy
N=34

Living
Room

Family
Room

Living
Room

Item
Living
Room

Family
Room

Living
Room

Sofa 22 12 23 Lighting:
Hide-a-bed 6 9 8

Easy chair 22 10 26 Ceiling 19 1

Dining chair 3 9 3 Flush 3

Rocking chair 12 13 19 Dropped 9 11

Stool 8 7 17 Wall 4 2

Dining table Table lamps 30 12 28
Card table 9 Floor lamps 7 6 6

Coffee table 20 3 21 Pole lamp 5 2 9

Radio 7 5 3 Desk lamp 1 5

Record player 8 9 6

Television 8 22 29 Window covering:
Television-stereo combi-

nation 4 4 Draperies 25 21 33

Tape recorder 5 3 5 Shades
Piano 3 5 3 Venetian blinds 1

Organ 2 Curtains 2 2

Sewing machine 15 2 Curtan over door 1

Desk 3 13 4

Buffet 1 Floor covering:
End table 26 10 23

Magazine rack 8 4 7 Carpet 25 6 30
Bed 1 Rug 2 8 4

Book case 9 12 10 Hardwood 4
File cabinet 4 Resilient floor covering 14

Day bed 1

Deacons bench 1 Heating:
Stereo-radio 7 3 15

Love-seat 1 1 Hot air 21 20 33
Room divider 1 1 1 Hot water
Television trays 3 1 Electric 1 6

Radiant
Children's Equipment:

Wall finish:
Table 6 1

Chair 10 7 Dry wall/sheet rock 21 12 34
Toy box 6 Wall paper 1

Play pen 3 Composition 1

High chair Paneling 14 14 9

Desk 1 1

Rocking chair 3 3

Hassock 1

Cradle 1
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wall carpets on the living room floor and four had area rugs. Slightly

more than half of the Laura interviewees had carpets or rugs in their

family rooms. A few had carpets or rugs over resilient floor covering.

Nineteen family rooms in Laura houses had ceiling light fixtures,

but only one living room in a Judy house had a ceiling light fixture.

Table lamps most often were used for living room lighting in both

Laura and Judy houses.

The furniture found most often in the living room of both houses

was a sofa, rocking chair, easy chair and coffee table. In the Laura

family room, the furniture most often found was an easy chair, rock-

ing chair, sewing machine, desk, book case and sofa or hide-a-bed.

Comparison of Activities Reported by
Recall and Diary Records

Data presented were compiled from an open-end question where

interviewees were asked to recall the normal activities occurring in

their living rooms and/or family rooms and from the diaries kept by

the interviewees. Table 12 shows the similarities and differences in

the activities reported and recorded.

The major differences between recall and reporting by diary in

the activities occurring in the Judy living room were in home opera-

tions and sleep/rest/relaxation. One hundred percent of the Judy
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Table 12, Activities reported by recall and diary records in living
and family rooms in Laura and Judy houses and classified
by activity categories,

Activity Category
Diary Records

Number Percent
Recall

Number Percent

Judy Living Room
N=22

Judy Living Room
N=34

Interaction 20 90 31 91
Home operations 22 100 19 56
Audio-visual 20 90 30 88
Sleep/rest/relaxation 14 63 7 21
Job or school 4 18 8 24
Other 8 24

Laura Living Room
N=15

Laura Living Room
N=27

Interaction 13 86 27 100
Home operations 15 100 20 74
Audio-visual 10 66 19 70
Sleep/rest/relaxation 8 53 3 11
Job or school 5 33 6 22
Other -- - 1 4

Laura Family Room
N=15

Laura Family Room
N=27

Interaction 12 80 20 74
Home operations 11 73 18 67
Audio-visual 10 66 19 70
Sleep/rest/relaxation 5 33 9 33
Job or school 1 6 11 41
Other - -- 3 11
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interviewees reported home operations in the living room but only 56

percent recalled such activity. Sleep/rest/relaxation was reported by

63 percent of the Judy interviewees, but only recalled by 21 percent.

Similarity existed in reporting and recalling activities in all other

categories.

Major differences in the Laura interviewees' living room activi-

ties reported and recalled were in sleep/rest/relaxation and home

operations. Fifty-three percent of the Laura interviewees reported

sleep/rest/relaxation but only 11 percent recalled this activity. One

hundred percent reported home operations but were recalled by only

74 percent. The other categories were similarly reported and re-

called.

Major differences in the reporting and recalling of family room

activities in Laura homes was in job or school operations. Similarity

existed in reporting and recalling activities in all other categories.

Differences existed in the numbers of families recalling activities and

keeping diary records.

Diary Record Summaries

Time Use

Time use was the total amount of time a room was occupied by

at least one person during a 24 hour day, irrespective of the number
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of people involved or the activities pursued. The data were tabulated

by family life cycle and social position and are summarized by Tables

13 and 14, and Figure 1.

1. The time use of the Judy living room averaged 7. 9 hours per

day (Table 13 and Figure 1). This was 3.3 hours more per day

than the Laura living room averaged and 2. 0 hours more per

day than the Laura family room averaged.

2. The combined average time use of the Laura living and family

rooms was 10.5 hours per day. This was 2. 6 hours more per

day than the average use of the Judy living rooms.

Objective I. A. Time Use---Family Life Cycle. Inspection of

Table 13, Average time use per day given in hours for living and

family rooms by family life cycle, shows the following:

1. The time use of the living room by families in the beginning

stage in the Judy house was 3. 6 hours. This was 5.6 hours

less per day than Judy families spent in the expanding stage and

5.1 hours less per day than_ Judy interviewees in the contracting

stage.

2. Laura interviewees in the expanding stage time used the living

room 4.1 hours per day which was 4.1 hours less per day or

half as much as the Laura interviewees in the contracting stage.

Laura interviewees in the expanding stage time used the family

room 5.5 hours per day, which was 3. 0 hours less per day than
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Table 13. Average time use per day given in hours for living and
family rooms by family life cycle.

Room

Number
of

Families Per cent Hour s

Avg.
Hours/

Da

Judy living room N=22
Beginning 5 23 3.6
Expanding 15 68 9.2
Contracting 2 9 8.7

7. 9
Laura living room N=15

Expanding 13 87 4.1
Contracting 2 13 8.2

4. 6
Laura family room N=15

Expanding 13 87 5.5
Contracting 2 13 8.5

5. 9
Combined Laura living

and family rooms
N=15

Expanding 13 87 9. 6
Contracting 2 13 16. 7

10.5



Laura interviewees in the contracting stage. There were no

families in the beginning stage of the family life cycle in Laura

houses.

3. Judy interviewees in the expanding stage time used the living

room 9.2 hours per day. This was .4 hours less per day than

Laura interviewees in the expanding stage time used the com-

bined rooms. However, it was 5.1 hours per day more than

Laura interviewees in the expanding stage time used their living

rooms and 3.7 hours per day more than the time they used their

family rooms.

4. Judy interviewees in the contracting stage time used the living

room 8.7 hours per day, which was 8.0 hours less per day than

Laura interviewees in the contracting stage time used their com-

bined rooms. Judy interviewees in the contracting stage time

used the living room 0.5 hours more per day than Laura inter-

viewees in the contracting stage time used their living rooms

and .2 hours per day more than Laura interviewees in the con-

tracting stage time used their family rooms.

Objective I. B. Time Use---Social Position. Inspection of

Table 14, Average time use per day given in hours for living and

family rooms by social position, showed the following:

1. Families in high social position living in the Judy houses time

used the living room an average of 6.2 hours per day. This was
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Table 14. Average time use per day given in hours for living and
family rooms by social position.

Room

Number
of

Families Percent Hours

Avg.
Hours/

Day

Judy living room N=22
Low 1 5 10.7
Middle 15 68 8. 4
High 6 27 6. 2

7. 9
Laura living room N=15

Middle 4 27 7. 7
High 11 73 3. 5

4. 6
Laura family room N=15

Middle 4 27 4. 9
High 11 73 6. 2

5. 9
Combined Laura living

and family rooms N=15

Middle 4 27 12. 6
High 11 73 9. 7

10.5
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2.2 hours less per day than Judy families in middle social

position and 4. 5 hours less per day than Judy families in low

social position.

2. Laura families in high social position time used the living room

an average of 3. 5 hours per day. This was 4. 2 hours less per

day than Laura families in middle social position. In the high

social position, Laura families time used the family room 6. 2

hours per day, which was 1. 3 hours more per day than Laura

families in middle social position. There were no families in

the low social position in the Laura houses.

3. Judy families in high social position time used the living room

6. 2 hours per day which was 3. 5 hours less per day than Laura

families occupied their combined rooms. However, it was 2. 7

hours per day more than Laura families in high social position

time used their living room. In high social position, Judy fami-

lies time used the living room 6. 2 hours per day, the same

amount of time use the Laura families used their family rooms.

4. Judy families in middle social position time used the living room

8. 4 hours per day which was 1. 3 hours less per day than Laura

families in high social position time used their combined rooms.

Judy families in middle social position time used the living

room 0. 7 hours more per day than Laura families in middle

social position time used their living rooms and 3. 5 hours more
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Figure 1. Average time use per day of living and family rooms in
Laura and Judy houses.
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per day than Laura families in middle social position time used

their family rooms.

A.ctivity Use

Activity use is the human activity pursued in the room regard-

less of the number of people involved and amount of time spent in the

activity. The highest number of activities any one category could have

for one day was 24, one for each hour. The highest number for all

categories for one day was 144, six times the number of hours in a

day.

1. The activity use of the Judy living room averaged 15.58 occur-

rences per day (Table 15). This was 5.01 more occurrences per

day than the Laura family room, averaged.

2. The combined average activity use of the Laura living and family

rooms was 18.75 occurrences. This was 3.17 occurrences

more per day than the average activity use of the Judy living

rooms.

3. Audio-visual activities took place most frequently in the Judy

living room, followed by interaction activities and simultaneous

multiple activities.

4. In the Laura living room, audio-visual activities took place most

frequently, followed by home operations and interaction activi-

ties. Job or school operations took place least often. In the
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Table 15, Average activity use per day by activity categories of living and family rooms by three
stages in the family life cycle.

Number Activity Categories Activity
of Inter- Home Audio- Sleep Job or Simult. Use

Families action Oper. Visual Rest School Mult. Score

Judy living room 22

Average Occurrences per Day

Be ginning 5 . 73 1. 33 1. 46 . 06 1. 78 5. 36

Expanding 15 5. 30 3. 61 5. 50 .. 93 . 07 4. 04 19. 45

Contracting 2 2. 16 3. 83 2. 16 ..50 3. 32 11. 97

Mean 3. 97 3. 11 4. 28 . 69 . 07 3. 46 15. 58

Laura living room 15

Expanding 13 1. 81 2. 15 1. 89 28 . 10 1. 35 7. 58

Contracting 2 1. 99 1. 83 5. 49 1. 16 1. 66 . 16 12. 29

Mean 1. 83 2. 10 2. 37 . 39 30 1. 19 8. 18

Laura family room 15

Expanding 13 2. 66 2. 04 3. 04 1. 10 . 06 1. 47 10. 37

Contracting 2 1. 66 33 4. 50 5. 32 11. 81

Mean 2. 30 1. 99 2. 68 1. 55 . 06 1. 99 10. 57

Laura living and
family rooms

15

Expanding 13 4, 47 4. 19 4. 93 1. 38 . 16 2. 82 17. 95
Contracting 2 1. 99 3. 49 5. 82 5. 66 1. 66 5. 48 24, 10

Mean 4, 13 4, 09 5.05 1. 94 . 36 3. 18 18. 75
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Laura family room, audio-visual activities were the most oc-

curring activity. Job or school operations was the least.

5. Audio-visual activities took place most often in the Laura living

and family room combined area, followed by interaction activi-

ties and home operations. Job and school operations occurred

least frequently (Table 15).

Objective II. A. Activity Use---Family Life Cycle. Table 15,

Average Activity Use per Day by Activity Categories of Living and

Family Rooms by Three Stages in the Family Life Cycle, was analyzed

with the results:

1. The Judy living room of expanding stage families had 19.45

points on the activity use score which was 14. 09 points more

than the Judy living room beginning stage families had, and 7. 48

points more than the Judy living room contracting stage families

had.

2. The Laura living room of expanding stage families had 7.58

points on the activity use score which was 4.71 points less than

Laura living rooms of contracting stage families had. There

were no Laura families in the beginning family life cycle stage.

3. The Laura family room of expanding stage families had 10.37

points on the activity use score which was 1.44 points less than

Laura family rooms of contracting stage families had.
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4. The combined living and family rooms of the Laura house in

expanding stage families received 17.95 points on the activity

use score which was 6.15 points less than the living and family

rooms of contracting stage families.

5. The Judy living room in expanding stage families had more ac-

tivity use than any other room studied. Surprisingly, the Judy

living room of beginning stage families had the least activity use.

6. In the Laura house, the living room of contracting stage families

received most activity use, and the living room of expanding

stage families had the least activity use.

Objective II. B. Activity Use---Social Position. Table 16,

Average activity use per day by activity categories of living and fam-

ily rooms by social position, revealed the following:

1. The Judy living room of middle social position families had

17.24 points on the activity use score, which was 1.93 points

more than the Judy living room low social position families had,

and 5.73 points more than the Judy living room high social posi-

tion families had,

2. The Laura living room of middle social position families had

12.38 points on the activity use score, which was 5.69 points

more than Laura living rooms of high social position families

received. There were no Laura families in low social position.
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Table 16. Average activity use per day by activity categories of living and family rooms by social
position.

Number Activity Categories Activity
of Inter- Home Audio- Sleep Job or Simult. Use

Families action Opel.. Visual Rest School Mu lt. Score

Judy living room

Low

Middle
High

22

1

15

6

2. 99
4, 36
3. 16

Average Number of Uses per Day

4. 33 2. 33 1. 00
3. 21 5. 35 . 86 . 08
2. 66 1. 94 . 22 .05

4, 66
3. 38
3. 48

15. 31
17. 24
11. 51

Mean 3. 97 3. 11 4. 28 69 . 07 3. 46 15. 58

Laura living room 15

Middle 4 2. 32 3. 08 4. 83 . 83 . 83 49 12. 38

High 11 1. 66 1. 75 1. 48 24 12 1. 44 6. 69

Mean 1. 83 2.10 2. 37 . 39 . 30 1. 19 8. 18

Laura family room 15

Middle 4 .41 .83 . 83 2. 25 2. 66 6. 98

High 11 2. 99 2. 42 3. 36 1. 30 .08 1. 74 11. 89

Mean 2. 30 1. 99 2. 68 1. 55 .06 1. 99 10. 57

Laura living and
family rooms 15

Middle 4 2: 73 5. 91 5.66 3. 08 83 3: 15 19. 36

High 11 4, 65 4. 17 4, 84 1. 54 . 20 3. 18 18. 58

Mean 4.13 4.09 5.05 1.94 .36 3.18 18.75
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3. The Laura family room of middle social position families had

6. 98 points on the activity use score, which was 4. 91 points

less than Laura family rooms of high social position families-

had.

4. On a combined basis the living and family rooms of the Laura

house occupied by middle social position families received

19.36 points on the activity use score, which was .78 points

less than the living and family rooms of high social position

families .received.

5, The Judy living room of middle social position families received

more activity use than any other room studied by social position.

The Laura living room of high social position received the least

activity use.

6 The activity done most often in the Judy living room and Laura

family room was audio-visual activities.

Activity Time Use

Activity time use is the number of man hours devoted to a spe-

cific activity within a given room. It is computed by multiplying the

number of people involved in activity by the amount of time spent in

that activity.

1. The activity time use of the Judy living room averaged 17, 42

man hours per day. This was 8. 47 man hours more per day
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than the Laura living room averaged, and 6.64 man hours more

per day than the Laura family room averaged.

2. Audio-visual activities took place most frequently in the Judy

living room, followed by interaction activities and simultaneous

multiple activities.

3.. The combined average activity time use of the Laura living and

family rooms was 19.73 man hours. This was 2.31 man hours

more per day than the average activity time use of the Judy liv-

ing room.

4. In the Laura living room, audio-visual activities had the most

man hours, followed by interaction activities and simultaneous

multiple activities. Job or school operations took place least .

In the Laura family room, interaction activities was the activity

with the most man hours, Job or school operations was the ac-

tivity with the no man hours.

Objective III. A. Activity Time Use---Family Life Cycle.

Table 17, Average activity time use per day by activity categories of

living and family rooms by three stages of the family life cycle,

showed the following:

1. Judy families in expanding stage of family life cycle used the

living room a total of 20.46 man hours per day, which was 11.23

man hours per day more than Judy families in the beginning

family life cycle stage and 5.24 man hours per day more than
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Table 17. Average activity time use per day by activity categories of living and family rooms by
three stages in the family life cycle.

House Number Activity Categories Total
Type of Inter- Home Audio- Sleep Job or Simult. Man

Families action Oper. Visual Rest School Mu lt. Hours

Judy living room

Beginning
Expanding
Contracting

22

5

15

2

4. 49
5, 34
3. 83

Average Man Hours per Day

. 52 1. 64 . 06
2. 01 7. 48 . 86
2. 98 2, 18 , 50

.04
2. 52
4. 73
5, 73

9. 23
20. 46
15. 22

Mean 5. 01 1. 76 5. 67 . 64 02 4. 32 17. 42

Laura living room 15

Expanding 13 1. 96 1. 28 2. 55 22 09 1. 47 7. 57
Contracting 2 2. 42 . 95 11. 63 1. 12 1.74 06 17. 92

Mean 2.02 1. 24 3. 76 34 . 31 1. 28 8. 95

Laura family room 15

Expanding 13 3. 52 1. 33 3. 29 1. 01 1. 54 10. 69
Contracting 2 . 52 15 4, 14 6. 56 11.3 7

Mean 3. 05 1. 22 2. 87 1. 43 2. 21 10. 78

Laura living and
family rooms

15

. . .

Expanding 13 5. 48 2.61 5. 84 1. 23 .09 3.01 18, 26

Contracting 2 2. 42 1. 47 11. 78 5.26 1. 74 6. 62 29. 29

Mean 5.07 2.46 6.63 1.77 .31 3.49 19.73
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Judy families in the contracting stage.

2. Families in the contracting stage of the family life cycle used

the Laura living room a total of 17.92 man hours per day which

was 10.35 man hours per day more than families in the expand-

ing stage. There were no Laura families in the beginning

family life cycle stage.

3. Families in the contracting stage of family life cycle used the

Laura family room a total of 11.37 man hours per day, which

was .68 man hours per day more than Laura families in the

expanding stage.

4. Judy expanding family life cycle stage families used their liv-

ing room 20.46 man hours per day which was 12.89 man hours

per day more than Laura expanding family life cycle stage

families used the living room and 9.77 man hours per day more

than Laura expanding family life cycle stage families used their

family rooms.

5. Judy families in the contracting family life cycle stage used

their living room 15.22 man hours per day which was 2,70 man

hours per day less than Laura contracting family life cycle

families used their living room and 3,85 man hours per day

more than Laura contracting family life cycle families used

the family rooms.
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6. Judy contracting family life cycle families used the living room

most for simultaneous multiple activities and interaction acti-

vities. Laura contracting family life cycle stage families used

the living room most for audio-visual activities and interaction

activities, and the family room most for simultaneous multiple

activities and sleep/rest/relaxation.

7. On a combined room use basis, Judy expanding family life cycle

stage families used the area 20. 46 man hours per day which was

2.20 man hours per day more than Laura expanding family life

cycle families used their living and family room combined areas.

8. In the Judy expanding family life cycle stage living room and

Laura expanding family life cycle stage living and family room,

combined, audio-visual activities were done the most, job or

school operations the least.

9. Judy contracting family life cycle stage families used the living

room 15. 22 man hours per day which was 14. 07 man hours per

day less than families in the Laura contracting family life cycle

stage used their living and family rooms combined.

10. In the Judy house, contracting family life cycle families did

simultaneous multiple activities the most and interaction acti-

vities next while in the Laura house, contracting family life

cycle families used their combined areas for audio-visual acti-

vities most.
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11. In the Judy houses, contracting family life cycle families spent

twice as many man hours in home operations as did Laura con-

tracting family life cycle families on a combined living and

family room use basis.

12. Job and school operations was a low activity time use activity

for both Judy and Laura families in the contracting family life

cycle stage.

Objective III. B. Activityztime use - social position. Table 18,

Average activity time use per day by activity categories of living and

family rooms by social position, revealed:

1. Families in the Judy middle social position used the living room

17. 67 man hours per day which was 2. 98 man hours per day less

than Judy families in low social position and 1, 37 man hours per

day more than Judy families in high social position.

2. Families in the middle social position used the Laura living

room a total of 16. 30 man hours per day, which was 10. 02 man

hours per day more than Laura families in high social position.

There were no Laura families in low social position.

3. Families in middle social position used the Laura family room

8. 58 man hours per day, which was 3, 01 man hours per day

less than families in high social position used the Laura family

room.
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Table 18. Average activity time use per day by activity categories of living and family rooms by
social position.

Number Activity Categories Total
of Inter- Home Audio- Sleep Job or Simult. Man

Families action Oper. Visual Rest School Milt. Hours

Judy living room

Low
Middle
High

22

1

15

6

6. 66
4. 51
5. 98

Average Man Hours per Day

4.33 3. 00 1. 00
1. 63 6. 94 . 78
1. 66 2. 95 . 24

.03
, 02

5. 66
3. 78
5. 45

20. 65
17. 67
16. 30

Mean 5. 01 1. 76 5. 67 . 64 02 4. 32 17. 42

Laura living room 15

Middle 4 2. 95 1. 59 9. 51 .73 . 87 . 65 16. 30

High 11 1. 68 1. 11 1. 67 . 20 . 11 1. 51 6. 28

Mean 2.02 1. 24 3. 76 34 . 31 1. 28 8. 95

Laura family room 15

Middle 4 66 . 26 57 2. 07 5. 02 8. 58

High 11 3. 92 1. 57 3. 71 1. 20 1. 19 11. 59

Mean 3. 05 1. 22 2. 87 1. 43 2. 21 10. 78

Laura living and
family rooms 15

Middle 4 3. 61 1. 85 10. 08 2. 80 . 87 5. 67 24. 88
High 11 5, 60 2.68 5. 38 1. 40 . 11 2. 70 17. 87

Mean 5. 07 2. 46 6. 63 1. 77 . 31 3.49 19.73
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4. Simultaneous multiple activities and sleep/rest/relaxation were

the activities receiving more time in Laura family rooms of

middle social position families, but interaction activities and

audio-visual activities were the activities receiving more time

in Laura family rooms of high social position families.

5. Judy middle social position families used their living rooms

17. 67 man hours per day which was 1.37 man hours per day

more than Laura middle social position families used their liv-

ing rooms and 9. 09 man hours per day more than Laura middle

social position larnilies used their family room.

6. Audio-visual activities and interaction activities were high oc-

currence activities in Judy middle social position living rooms

and Laura middle social position living rooms, but simultaneous

multiple activities and sleep/rest/relaxation were high occur-

rence activities in Laura middle social position families' family

rooms.

7. Judy high social position families used the living room 16. 30

man hours per day which was 10. 02 man hours per day more

than Laura high social position families used living rooms and

4. 71 hours per day more than the Laura high social position

families used the family room.

8. Judy high social position families used the living room more for

interaction activities and simultaneous multiple activities.
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Laura high social position families used the living room and

the family room for interaction activities and audio-visual

activities most frequently.

9. Judy middle social position families used the living room 17. 67

man hours per day which was 7.21 man hours per day less than

Laura middle social position families used their living and fam-

ily room combined area.

10. Judy families in high social position used the living room 16. 30

man hours per day which was 1. 57 man hours per day less than

families in Laura homes with high social position used their liv-

ing and family room combined areas.

11. In Judy houses, high social position families did interaction

activities and simultaneous multiple activities more often while

in the Laura homes, high social position families used their

combined area for interaction and audio-visual activities more

often.

12. Job and school operations were law activity time use activities

for all Judy and Laura families regardless of social position.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Introduction

This chapter summarizes the study of time and activity use of

living and family rooms. Included are the summary, conclusions,

and recommendations for further study.

Summary

Purpose

A descriptive study was undertaken to investigate use of the liv-

ing and the family room. Two houses built by the same builder were

selected for the study. The Laura house had a living room and a

family room but the Judy house had a living room only. With this

exception, other living spaces in both houses were similar,

Method and Procedure

The Laura style house had approximately 1328 square feet in

seven rooms including family and living rooms. The Judy style house

had 913 square feet in six rooms but no family room.

A total of 76 names, 34 for Laura house and 42 for Judy house

addresses were obtained from Harman Homes. A. letter from the

Department of Home Management was sent to each house occupant to
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explain the study. Then a visit was made to make an appointment for

an interview if the occupant met the criteria and agreed to participate

in the study. Some occupants granted an interview on the first visit.

At the completion of the interview each interviewee was asked to com-

plete a three day diary on the use of the living and/or family rooms.

A stamped-addressed envelope was left with the interviewee for re-

turning diary records. The 46 interviewees accepting diaries were

telephoned after the first diary record day so any questions that had

developed could be answered.

Description of Sample

Of the 76 residents, 69 met criteria for the sample but eight

refused to grant interviews. A total of 61 interviews, 27 Laura and

34 Judy, were completed. Thirty-seven of these 61 interviewees re-

turned completed diaries, 15 from Laura interviewees and 22 from

Judy interviewees.

In both the Laura and Judy homes, the median and modal number

of occupants living in the home was four. In the Laura home the aver-

age number of occupants was 4.4, and in the Judy home it was 3.7.

No families living in the Laura houses were in the beginning

family life cycle stage, 24 (89 percent) were in the expanding stage,

and three (11 percent) were in the contracting stage. Five families

(15 percent) in Judy houses were in the beginning stage of the family
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life cycle, 25 (74 percent) were in the expanding stage, and four (11

percent) were in the contracting stage.

Hollingshead's "Two Factor Index of Social Position" was used

to determine the social positions of the families. Seventy percent of

Laura families placed in the high social position; 30 percent in the

middle social position and none in the low social position. Of the

Judy families, 29 percent were in the high social position; 65 per-

cent were in the middle position; six percent were in the low position.

Educational level of Laura families was higher than that of Judy

families. Thirty-three percent of Laura wives were employed outside

the home while 56 percent of the Judy wives were employed outside

the home. The median income of Laura interviewees was $14, 000,

and $9, 727. 27 for Judy interviewees.

Laura interviewees called room A on the floorplan (Appendix A)

the "living room" in all but one case. Room B was finished in all but

three of the Laura homes and was called the "family room" by 23

Laura interviewees. Only four interviewees had made structural

changes in room B.

In reply to an open question about features influencing the rea-

sons for selecting the occupied house, 16 of the interviewees in Laura

houses reported they were influenced by floorplan. Twenty-four Judy

interviewees were influenced by financial considerations, but only

seven of the Laura interviewees were influenced by financial factors.
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Some families indicated more than one feature influenced their housing

decision.

Six Laura and three Judy interviewees had a living room and a

family room in their previous homes. Twenty-six of the 27 Laura and

30 of the 34 Judy interviewees desired both these rooms in their next

home.

Furnishings in Living and Family Rooms

The furniture found most often in the living rooms was a sofa, a

rocking chair, an easy chair and a coffee table. In the family room in

the Laura house, the furniture most often found was an easy chair, a

rocking chair, a sewing machine, a desk, a book case and a sofa or

hide-a-bed.

Activity Categories

Activities interviewees listed on the diary sheets were classified

into the following categories: (1) interaction activities, (2) home

operations, (3) audio-visual activities, (4) sleep/rest/relaxation,

(5) job or school operations, and (6) simultaneous multiple activities.

These categories were used to classify activities listed by recall in

the interview or reported in diary records.
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Function of a Family Room

An open question was asked on what interviewees saw as the func-

tion of a family room. Fifty-six percent of the Judy interviewees and

63 percent of the Laura interviewees felt the main purpose of a family

room was for interaction activities. Twenty-three percent of the Judy

interviewees and 15 percent of the Laura interviewees felt audio-visual

activities to be the function.

Recall versus Diary Record Participation in Activity Categories

Activities recalled were compared with activities reported on

diary records. There were differences between the recalled and the

reported activities in home operations and sleep/rest/relaxation in the

Judy and Laura living rooms, and in job or school operations in the

Laura family room. The recalled and reported diary activities were

very similar in other categories.

Diary Records

Time Use. The Judy living room was used more than either the

Laura living room or the Laura family room, but the Judy living room

was used less than the Laura living and family rooms on a combined

room basis.
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Objective I. A. Time use -- family life cycle.

1. Generally, the time use of the rooms increased as stage

in the family life cycle progressed.

2. Similar time use was given to rooms by like stages of

the family life cycle.

Objective I. B. Time use--social position. The time use

of living rooms tended to decrease as social position increased.

Activity use. The Judy living room was used more than either

the Laura living room or the Laura family room, but the Judy living

room was used less than the Laura living and family rooms on a com-

bined room basis. The activity use category which took place most

was audio-visual activities, 9.33 points; second was interaction acti-

vities, 8.10 points;, third was home operations, 7.20 points; and least

was job or school operations, . 43 points.

Objective II. A. Activity use--family life cycle. Generally,

the activity use of the rooms increased as stage in the family life

cycle changed.

Objective II. B. Activity use--social position. High social

position families had less activities occurring in their living

rooms than did low and middle social position families.

Activity time use. More man hours were spent in the Judy living

room than in the Laura living room and the Laura family room, but

less man hours were spent in the Judy living room than in the Laura
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living and family rooms on a combined room basis, The activity cate-

gory in which most man hours were spent per day was audio-visual

activities, 12. 30 man hours; followed by interaction activities, 10. 08

man hours; simultaneous multiple activities, 7.81 man hours; and

least, job or school operations, .33 man hours.

Objective III. A. Activity time use--family life cycle.

Generally, the man hours spent in the room increased as stage

in the family life cycle changed.

Objective III. B. Activity time use--social position. Fewer

man hours were spent in living rooms by high social position

families than by middle or low social position families.

Conclusions

The inclusion of a family room did not leave the living room an

unused or idle space in the houses. Both the living and family rooms

were used. The average time use amounted to 4.6 hours per day in

the Laura living room and 5.9 hours per day in the Laura family room,

a total of 10.5 hours for both rooms. On a combined room basis, the

living room had 43 percent of the time use and the family room had

57 percent of the time use. In the houses with no family room, the

living room was used 7. 9 hours per day. In all cases the combined

living and family room use was greater than the living room use in

homes without a family room.
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Audio-visual and interaction activities occurred with the greatest

frequency in the living and family rooms studied while job or school

operations occurred least frequently. When reported, sleep/rest/

relaxation occurred most in the family rooms.

Considering the time spent and the activities reported, it seems

desirable to have both a living and a family room in family houses,

Recommendations for Further Research

The methods and procedures used in this study could be applied

to other situations or the data analyzed in different ways.

1. Activity categories could be broken down to differentiate between

activities including only family members and those including

both family members and guests.

Z. People participation in activity categories could be studied by

age groups.

3. The study design could be applied to study of different or differ-

ent combinations of rooms, to learn how they are used,

4. Since no families with family rooms were in the beginning stage

of the family life cycle or in low social position, further study

with a larger sample might indicate whether these were two

self-limiting factors in the selection types and sizes of the

houses,
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APPENDIX A
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APPENDIX C.

Interview Schedule Date Interview No. Telephone No. 1. 2.

Card No. 1 3.

House Style: Laura (1) Judy (2) 4.

Interviewee: Husband (1) Wife (2) 5.

Marital status of interviewee: married, husband and wife living at home

Number of people living in the house: 6. 7.

Number of family members living in the house:
ages

8.

husband (1) beginning family
w if e (2) expanding family
sons(s) (3) contracting family
daughter(s)

Other people living in house: Relation to occupant:

age

age

77

age

How long have you lived in this house? 9. 10.

Husband: employment Travel in job? 11. 12.

education: No. of years

Highest education level attained 13.

145.fe: employment: full time homemaker (1)

employed outside the home (2) Job 14,

No. hrs/week

education: No. of years

Highest education level attained 15.

Family's gross yearly income: 16. 17.



Interview No.

What name have you given to the room shown in the
floorplan as room A? 18.

What name have you given to the room shown in the
floorplan as room B? 19. 20.

W as room B finished when you purchased the house? yes (1) no (2) 21.

If room B was not finished, have you finished it? yes (1) no (2) 22.

Have any structural changes been made to your home since it was built
that have a direct effect on room A or room B? yes: (1) no (2) 23.

Changes:

24. 25.

What features influenced you to occupy this house?

26. 27.

Has your use of room A or B changed since you have
lived in the house? yes (1) no (2) 28.

Previous use:

29. 30.

D id your previous home have a living room and a
family room? yes (1) no (2) 31.

Family room in next home? yes (1) no (2) 32.

Function of a family room:

78

,



List of activities normally occurring in the

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

Interview No.

79

room.

ia=.0.71,1



List of activities normally occurring in the

1. 22.

2. 23.

3. 24.

4. 25.

5. 26.

6. 27.

7. 28.

8. 29.

9. 30.

10. 31.

11. 32.

12. 33.

13. 34.

14. 35.

15. 36.

16. 37.

17. 38.

18. 39.

19. 40.

20. 41.

21. 42.

80

Interview No.

room.
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List of Furnishings
in Living Room or Family Room

Interview No.

Item Living Family Item Living Family
Room Room Room Room

Lighting:
Interview No. 1 2

Card No. 2 3 Ceiling 22 23

Sofa 4 5 Flush 24 25

Hide-a-bed 6 7 Dropped 26 27

Easy chair 8 9 Wall 28 29

D ining chair 10 11 Table lamps 30 31

Rocking chair 12 13 Floor lamps 32 33

Stool 14 15 34 35

Dining table 16 17 36 37

Card table 18 19

Coffee table 20 21 Window covering:
Radio 22 23

Record player 24 25 Draperies 38 39

T elevision 26 27 Shades 40 41

T V-stereo comb. 28 29 Venetian blinds 42 43

T ape recorder 30 31 Curtains 44 45

Piano 32 33 46 47

Organ 34 35 48 49

Sewing machine 36 37
D esk 38 39 Floor covering:
Buffet 40 41

End table 42 43 Carpet 50 51

Magazine rack 44 45 Rug 52 53

46 47 Hardwood 54 55

48 49 Resilient floor covering 56 57

50 51 58 59

52 53 60 61

54 55
56 57 Heating:
58 59
60 61 Hot air 62 63

62 63 Hot water 64 65
Electric 66 67

Children's Equipment: Radiant 68 69

Interview No. 1 2 70 71

Card No. 3 3

Table 4 5 Wall finish:
Chair 6 7

Toy box 8 9 72 73

Play pen 10 11 74 75

High chair 12 13 76 77

D esk 14 15 78 79
16 17

18 19

20 21
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APPENDIX D

Room
Interview No.
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Appendix E

Miss Jeanette Wagner, a graduate student majoring in Housing at
Oregon State University, is studying the activities taking place in
family homes. In the near future she would like to talk with you
regarding the activities that take place in the living rooms of your
home. The information obtained by Miss Wagner will be used to
add to the understanding of how people actually use their houses.

Please be assured that your responses will remain confidential
since the information will be coded and then summarized by machine.

We hope that you will have time to discuss this subject with Miss
Wagner when she contacts you. Your participation will be appre-
ciated and your cooperation will make a contribution to our under-
standing the actual use of housing areas.

Yours sincerely,

Martha A. Plonk, Associate Professor
Home Management Department


